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Abstract:   The process that consumers go through while buying something is called 
consumer buying process and has been studied for a long time. Three stages of the Five-Stage 
Model (Kotler, 2006) provide a starting point for analysis in this paper and the reason of using this 
model is to make collected data more structured and easier for understanding. The purpose of this 
paper is to describe and analyze costumer buying process online.The method for data collection 
applied in this study is called “think-aloud” that means participants are verbalizing their screen 
activity and thoughts during the process of observation. The results of this research show that 
consumer buying process online is a complex process that is influenced by the amount and intensity 
of information received during the process as well as consumer knowledge and experience on the 
area of problem. The sequence of the stages proposed by the research model can vary depending on 
the preferences of consumer and readiness to make a decision. 
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1 Introduction 
Every day we face plenty of different possibilities that we have to choose between. In the process of 
choosing we make various decisions that influence our life, society and environment around us. 
Some of these decisions, for instance, choice of education, working place or life partner, are very 
important and can change one’s future, while other decisions are so insignificant that one does not 
even notice when making a choice. Some of these decisions are made automatically, without even 
thinking what and how one is doing it. The other examples can be found in professional sphere. For 
such activities as designing clothes or writing an article the process of decision-making need to be 
divided into small parts (Van Someren et al., 1994). 
 
One of the most common decisions we make almost every day is what to buy, what to choose 
among the huge amount of products and services. Thus, one has the alternative question in mind To 
buy or not to buy?, and if to buy, so What to choose?. This decision-making process is called 
consumer buying decision-making process and is connected to the phenomenon of consumer 
behaviour. From a historical point of view, consumer behaviour became the object of interest in the 
beginning of 20th century (Mowen, 2001; Belk, 2006). According to Erasmus (2001), it initiated the 
research of the consumer decision-making by marketers. The first consumer decision model was 
developed by Howard in 1963 and was followed by other scientists, such as Andreason (1965), 
Nicosia (1966), Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1968) (Erasmus, 2001; Swarbrooke & Horner, 2007).  

1.1 Background 
Smith (2004) claims that there are at least two reasons why consumers visit commercial websites: it 
is either for information search on or purchase of a particular product/service. According to the 
forecast made by Newmediatrendwatch (2008), the amount of online buyers will increase to one 
billion people by 2012. 
 
Today, the amount of possible answers to those alternatives questions mentioned above grows 
because the Internet brings more alternatives. In its turn the buying process develops into a more 
complicated one. Consequently, it takes time to look through all possible variants and choose the 
best one. According to Haugtvedt et al. (2005), nowadays consumers are overloaded with 
information and no longer able to use all available information. People tend to use less information 
to solve more and more complex problems. Today, the Internet influences a lot of processes in 
business and social environment. According to Zimmerman (2001, p. 36), “Internet is at once an 
advertising medium, a form of sales literature, a distribution channel, a sales channel, a supplier 
chain, a method of customer service, and a source of operational cost savings”.  
 
From a seller’s point of view the Internet is an opportunity to skip intermediaries and offer products 
directly to customers using web-based environments. Gunasekaran et al. (2002, p.191) mention that 
“disintermediation – eliminating middle-men from supply chains” becomes one of the threats for 
intermediaries in the process of organising business-to-consumer relationship as the result of new 
Internet opportunities. This possibility minimises customers’ transaction costs and at the same time 
it reduces expenses of manufacturers (Athiyaman, 2002). Previously, it could be intermediaries who 
took care of marketing and selling arrangements but now companies themselves have a possibility 
to be responsible for these activities to enable their customers with direct access anywhere and 
anytime. This new way of selling entails not only organizational changes but also changes in 
companies’ marketing mix (Gunasekaran et al., 2002).  
 
The change from physical space to the Internet environment was crucial for companies. That is why 
one of the factors that can influence relationship between customer and company is a good-quality 
consumer-oriented website as a face of the company online. ”Fancy designs and presentation may 
initially draw in the customer, but without any valuable content the customer is likely to venture 
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elsewhere. The quality of information has been, and will remain, the key to the customers.” (Smith, 
2004, p. 295) Awareness of the companies in respect to understanding of the influence of the 
Internet on their business success is growing and the companies invest in professional research of 
customer behaviour online. When so many use the Internet for different purposes and its potential is 
growing the authors consider that the buying process online is worth to pay attention to. 

1.2 Research Question and Purpose 
This paper is focused on the consumer buying process while searching for the particular 
information on the Internet and using different web-based services. The research question is as 
follows: 
 

How do buyers behave (think and act) when buying on the Internet? 
 
The purpose of this paper is to describe and analyze costumer buying process online. The results of 
the research may be used by marketers to improve communication with their customers, for 
example, to make the process of information search for consumers more effective and time-saving. 
This study is using the think-aloud method as the main method for data collection that is why the 
procedure of the research is described in details. This paper gives a deeper understanding of the 
method that can increase interest for this method among researches and marketers. 

1.3 Limitations 
Kotler (2006) claims that there are three types of consumers on the market today: traditional 
consumers (do not shop online), cyber consumers (mostly shop online) and hybrid consumers (who 
do both). He assumes that hybrid consumers are the most usual ones, so companies will be aware 
that existence of both physical and online shops can benefit both the company and its hybrid 
consumers. This thesis will be focused on this type of consumers. 
 
The model used in this paper consists of five stages, but only three middle stages are in the focus 
for this research. They are information search, evaluation of alternatives and purchase decision. The 
first stage, problem recognition, is excluded because the participants of observation have been given 
a task instead, and the investigation of the problem recognition stage did not have any sense. As for 
the last stage, to investigate postpurchase behaviour and its complex nature a separate deep study is 
needed. 



 

2 Theory 
To be able to adjust their offer of a product or service and as a result to raise profits most of the 
companies want to understand behaviour of consumers. The process that consumers go through 
while buying something has been studied for a long time. One of the most common models 
developed by marketing scholars is the buying decision process that consists of five stages (Kotler, 
2006). Three stages of this model provide a starting point for analysis in this paper and the reason of 
using this model is to make collected data more structured and easier for understanding. To give a 
complete picture of the buying decision process all five stages are presented and described below.  

2.1 Buying Decision Process: The Five-Stage Model 
Basic psychological processes, for instance, motivation, learning or perception, play a significant 
role in consumer behaviour and buying decisions. Marketers try to understand every aspect of 
consumer behaviour and marketing scholars have developed a model of the buying decision process 
which contains five stages: problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, 
purchase decision and postpurchase behaviour (see Figure 1).  
 
1. Problem Recognition 
Buying process starts when a buyer recognizes a problem or need. Either external or internal stimuli 
can cause recognition. According to Kotler (2006), an internal stimulus can be defined as 
individuals normal needs as hunger, thirst and sex. The need can be awakened by an external 
stimulus; for example, when a person sees something the thoughts about purchase activate (Kotler, 
2006). This stage is not in focus in this research because the participants of observation have been 
given a task instead, and the investigation of the problem recognition stage did not have any sense. 
 

Problem recognition 

Infomation search 

Evaluation of alternatives 

Purchase decision 

6 

 
 

Postpurchase behaviour 

Fig. 1 Five-Stage Model of the Consumer Buying Process according to Kotler (2006, p. 191) modified by authors. 
 
2. Information Search 
The next step for a provoked buyer is to try to search for more information. During this stage two 
levels of search are possible: the milder search called heightened attention and active information 
search. At the first level consumer becomes more interested in the information about a product and 
at the second level he/she tries to find new information, for example, by visiting shops or going 
online (Kotler, 2006). During this stage the main information sources will be of interest for 
marketers and these are:  

• personal: friends, relatives; 
• commercial: salesmen, websites, advertisements;  
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• public: mass media, stars; 
• experiential: examining, contact with product.  

 
The influence of these information sources on buyer varies depending on the consumer personality 
and product category. Commonly, most information comes from commercial sources but consumer 
usually trust more the information coming from personal or public information sources (Kotler, 
2006).  
 
3. Evaluation of Alternatives 
During this stage consumer has to process competitive brand information and make a final value 
judgement. There are some basic concepts that can explain consumer evaluation process: 
satisfaction of a need, certain benefits from the product solution, product’s attributes that can 
deliver the benefits required to satisfy this need. Usually the most important factor for consumers 
will be the sought-after benefits (Kotler, 2006). 
 
Evaluation often is based on beliefs and attitudes. People generally have a descriptive thought about 
products attributes and that influence the buying decision process. The attitudes reflect people’s 
feelings, emotions and action tendencies and influence consumers’ decision as well as beliefs. 
Another factor that influences the evaluation is expectancy-value model attitude. It means that the 
consumer compare brands according to his or her both good and bad beliefs about the brand and 
importance of these beliefs (Kotler, 2006). 
 
4. Purchase Decision 
Next stage is the purchase decision when consumer decides whether or not he or she will buy the 
product. In executing a purchase intention, buyer can make up to five sub-decisions: brand, dealer, 
quantity, timing, and payment method. According to Kotler (2006) not all consumers want to spend 
time and energy while evaluating perceived good and bad things.  
Non-compensatory models of consumer choice state that good and bad attributes do not need to be 
evaluated together. Kotler (2006) claims that this method of evaluating things separately makes it 
easier for consumer to make a decision but it also increase the possibility that consumer will make a 
different choice than if he or she would have made otherwise.  
 
But all consumer do not evaluate the same things and in the same way. Kotler (2006) describes 
three choice heuristics: 
 

• conjunctive heuristic, in this case consumer has the minimum requirement for one feature 
and choose the first product that meets this requirement; 

 
• lexicographic heuristic, here consumer choose the product that has the best corresponding to 

the most important requirement; 
 

• elimination-by-aspects heuristic, consumer choose while looking on all features and 
eliminate brands if they do not meet the minimum requirement. 

 
Depending on which heuristic is used different aspects will influence decision making process. 
Nevertheless, there are some intervening factors as attitudes of others or unanticipated situational 
factors. The first factor’s influence depends on the intensity of other person’s attitude and the 
relationships between the customer and this person. The second factor takes into account perceived 
risks such as functional, physical, financial and social risk. The amount of perceived risk can 
depend on customers’ self-confidence, money (Kotler, 2006). 
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5. Postpurchase Behaviour 
The last stage is postpurchase behaviour. Even if customer have already bought product it is still 
important that he or she maintain the good impression of the brand and product. After the purchase 
the consumer may have either good or bad feelings about his or her product. This stage is not in 
focus of this research. 
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3 Methodology 
In this paper the methodology chapter has a significant role because of the method that is used for 
the research. Description of the method and stages of the research are given in details to provide 
better understanding and importance of the method for this kind of research. The research method is 
based on the observation where participants were asked to talk aloud about their activity (what they 
were doing), thoughts and feelings (why they were doing so). Data collected during the research 
were both qualified and quantified in order to make a deeper and more complete analysis. 

3.1 Think-aloud method 
The method for data collection applied in this study is called “think-aloud” that means participants 
are verbalizing their screen activity and thoughts during the process of observation. It provided the 
knowledge on both how participants search for the information and what they are thinking and 
feeling while doing so (Novotny, 2004). According to Easterby-Smith (1991), it is possible to 
capture almost all customers’ thoughts and motives using this concept. Think-aloud is a prospective 
method that means that participants carry out the task going through the buying process and make 
synchronically verbalisation of their activity (Kotler, 2006). 
 
Van Someren et al. (1994) write that this method started to be used by Otto Selz to study the 
creative reasoning processes in the 1930s. Later, in the 1960-70s the first university course was 
introduced in order to teach this method. It gives insight “in the knowledge and methods of human 
problem-solving” and cognitive processes (Van Someren et al., 1994).  
 
The think-aloud method consists of two stages. Firstly, to collect protocols (what was said), 
secondly, to analyze the protocols in order to construct or test a model of the cognitive processes 
(Van Someren et al., 1994). These main stages are encircled by a sequence of actions. These actions 
have to correspond to the particular conditions that can influence the success of observation. For 
example, a task and instructions followed by observation stage should be short and clear. An 
observer should not interfere in the process of observation even if a participant has difficulties with 
solving the problem and the observer is familiar with the problem area. The only assistance 
provided by observer can be to remind about talking aloud. When, for instance, making 
transcription of the protocols it is important to remember that any insupportable interpretation 
should be avoided. 
 
To give more complete picture of the think-aloud method some advantages and disadvantages of 
this method are presented below. Speaking about the advantages of the think-aloud method, it 
allows gaining real time documentation and direct data which can be used in qualitative research in 
order to study participants’ behaviour. This method enables intensive informational process that 
provides researchers with a lot of information in a short period of time.  
 
As to disadvantages, one of them is that participants can feel uncomfortably during the observation, 
it is difficult to recreate the real life environment that can influence data correctness. Another factor 
that can affect the results of observation is participants’ different abilities and potential to explain 
what they do, to talk aloud about their actions. These skills vary from person to person and may be 
influenced by the communication skills of participants. 

3.2 Process and scenario of observation 
The presentation of the research method provided a deeper insight in the procedure of think-aloud 
method as well as a short introduction into the process of research. As the process of the research 
and observations are the main parts of this paper a detailed description follows below. The process 
of observation consisted of the following steps: 
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1. Define a target group 
2. Find participants 
3. Find an appropriate tool for the observation  
4. Make a pilot study 
5. Provide participants with general information about the research and set time for the 

meeting 
6. Make schedule 
7. Preparation phase 
8. Observational phase 
9. Protocol analysis 

 
1. Define a target group 
The participants of this observation were selected according to the following criteria: students in 
Paris and on Gotland who have Russian as one of the languages of communication, without any 
consideration of nationality, gender, age, and experience in managing a flight booking system on 
the Internet. The explanation of criteria of the selection Russian-speaking participants is the 
following: complete and deep understanding of the participants’ reaction and speech including 
emotional sounds during the observation is a key of the observation success. According to Bryman 
and Bell (2007), in analysis of qualitative data it is often interesting not only what was said but also 
how. 
 
2. Find participants 
Participants of the observation were both international students from Paris Graduate School of 
Management in Paris and students from Gotland. School in Paris provided an updated list of all 
international students. Another list of students on Gotland corresponding to the previously 
mentioned criteria was made separately. All the students on two lists were contacted by e-mail 
stating that students who have Russian as one of the languages of communication were invited to 
take part in an observation. Everybody was welcome to spread out this information to their fellow 
students who would correspond to the above mentioned criteria and participate in observation. 
Totally, fifteen potential participants were found, but only ten of them agreed to be a part of the 
observation. 
 
3. Find an appropriate tool for the observation  
For the observation Camtasia Studio 6 was installed on participants’ own laptops or they were 
provided by a laptop with the ready-to-use software. The program recorded students’ voices and 
captured their activity (what they were doing) on the screen during the entire session. 
 
Waes et al. (2006) describe Camtasia Studio 6 as a digital tool for observing and documenting the 
writing processes. Camtasia Studio 6 allows to make analysis of different types of data, and to take 
personal features of individuals into consideration. This program records everything that happens 
on a Microsoft Windows desktop and creates a film file after the recording is over. Moreover, the 
program runs in the background and participants do not feel observed or interfered while using the 
tool of observation for recording (Waes et al., 2006). This software was created by TechSmith and 
according to the company Camtasia Studio 6 was not supposed to become a tool for conducting an 
observation. Nevertheless, Waes et al. (2006) claim that this program provides a lot of useful 
features for researches, such as adjustable video frame rate, integration of audio and different 
speeds of replay. Using this program makes it possible to see customers’ hidden motivations which 
he/she can even not know or not want to tell (Waes et al., 2006). 
 
4. Make a pilot study  
The pilot study was carried out in order to test a chosen tool for the observation and recognize 
major unclearness and mistakes that could appear during the process of observation (Bryman and 
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Bell, 2007). A person who corresponded to the same observational criteria, to have Russian as one 
of the languages of communication, was invited to take part in the pilot study. It was conducted 
under circumstances that would be similar to those for the main observation. After the pilot study 
the aspects that influenced the process of observation in a wrong way were discussed and necessary 
changes were made. For example, instructions prior the observation had to be clearer in order to 
avoid, or at least reduce, distraction in the time of observation. It was emphasized as well that the 
atmosphere had to be very close to the natural one, so that the participants could be more relaxed 
and the feeling of being observed would be minimized (Novotny, 2004). It gave opportunity to 
improve the process of the observation and collect the data in a more accurate way. The other 
advantage of pilot study was to provide experience in how to conduct the main observation. 
 
5. Provide participants with general information about the research and set time for the meeting 
Before the observation each participant was contacted either by e-mail or by telephone and 
provided with the general information about the research. It was mentioned that his/her voice and 
actions on the screen will be recorded with a special tool. The participants could choose appropriate 
for them date and time for the observation. 
 
6. Make schedule 
When time for the meetings with all the participants was set the overview schedule was made in 
order to use the research time in the most efficient way. Ten observational occasions took place in 
Paris under the period of March-April 2009. The schedule was made to enable participants’ requests 
and to record them one at a time. 
 
7. Preparation phase 
The recordings took place in the home atmosphere. The participants were allowed to bring and use 
their own laptops that required the installation of software, Camtasia Studio 6, otherwise they were 
supplied with a laptop with already installed software on it. During the observation the Internet 
connection was provided as well. To ensure that the data are valuable and usable for the future 
research the procedure of observation was made as natural for the participants as possible (Novotny, 
2004). 
 
8. Observational phase  
In the beginning of the meeting the participants were introduced to the task and procedure of the 
observation. The participants were asked to book a round-trip Stockholm-Paris for a weekend in 
April 2009 under the assumption that they will spend their own money buying the tickets. It was 
mentioned that the time of the observation was limited and each participant was given up to 50 
minutes to complete the task. Although the participants were instructed about the time limit for the 
observation, they could give up when they would do so in a real-life situation (Novotny, 2004). The 
minimum and maximum time for the observation was about 13 and 47 minutes respectively. The 
participants were asked to talk aloud what they were doing and why they were doing so in order to 
understand how they were thinking that would probably explain their searching behaviour (Hansen, 
2003). 
 
One or two observers were present on every observational event. Their tasks were to reflect and 
make notes on any special patterns of behaviour and actions of the participants or their utterances 
simultaneously during the observation, and to remind participants to continue talking if they 
stopped “thinking aloud”. The presence of observers can be considered as positive because in some 
cases their assistance was used to avoid technical failures that could cause the lost of useful data 
(Novotny, 2004).  
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9. Protocol analysis 
Firstly, to make the process of analysis easier the collected data had been modified. To make the 
protocols usable for analysis the transcription of what was said by the participants was made as well 
as their activity on the screen during the observation was described. All ten sessions with the total 
time of almost four hours were converted from Camtasia to .avi files that made it possible to work 
with the films in a more efficient way. The transcription of all ten observational occasions was 
made in Russian. In order to present the material in more structured way the relevant information 
from transcribed data and screen activity was organized in a table form (Table 2). The summaries of 
observations are presented in the empirical part of this paper in English. 
 
Secondly, a coding scheme presented in Table 1 was created in order to systemize the modified 
data. Once all ten observations were coded the received results presented in both qualitative and 
quantitative way were analyzed.     

3.3 Coding scheme  
According to Van Someren et al. (1994), the model used in the research and collected protocol data 
are structured differently. That is why it is necessary to create categories and define them according 
to the stages in the model. These categories are usually given special names, codes, which together 
form a coding scheme. In other words, the coding scheme facilitates identification of elements of 
the model in the data (Van Someren et al., 1994). 
 
The table below shows a coding scheme used in this research. The codes correspond to the stages 
that are in the interest of this paper (information search, evaluation of alternatives and purchase 
decision) as well as some additional codes (PT, UP, NRM) that represent the data frequently found 
in the observations. In their turn, stages Search and Purchase decision are divided into more 
specified sub stages. Short descriptions of each coded process are exemplified. The examples come 
from the data collected during observations. More detailed explanation of each process mentioned 
in Table 1 is provided below the table. 
 
Code Description Example in Russian/Translation in English 

PT Presentation of the 
task 

- Я хочу найти дешевый билет из Стокгольма до Парижа./ I want to 
find a cheap ticket from Stockholm to Paris.  

S1A Search attempts 
active 

- Так, начнем с первого./ Well, let’s begin with the first one (meaning: 
website from the results of search).  
 
- Летим в апреле. 12го, а 17го обратно./(We) will fly in April. On the 
12th, and return on the 17th. 

S1M Search attempts 
milder 

- Заказ авиабилетов стокгольм - париж. Я думаю тут будет та 
информация, которая мне нужна./ Order of air tickets Stockholm – 
Paris. I think here will be the information that I need. 
 
- Так, авиабилеты стокгольм, распродажа. отлично./ Well, air tickets 
Stockholm, sale. Great. 
 
- Так, дешевые авиабилеты, попробуем./ Well, cheap air tickets, let’s 
try. 

E Evaluation - Я выбираю более дешевый вариант./ I’m choosing the cheapest 
ticket. 

PD1 Purchase decision - Я нашла сайт, через который я планирую это сделать./ I’ve found 
the site that I’m going to use to do it (meaning to book a ticket). 
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Code Description Example in Russian/Translation in English 

PD2C Conjunctive 
heuristic purchase 
decision 

Цена – нормально, могло бы быть и больше. Даты - конечно 
фигово, но лучше слетать за 1315 туда и обратно чем больше чем 
за 2000 в одну сторону, а школу можно и прогулять, ничего 
страшного. / Price – normal, but it could have been higher. Date – of 
course bad, but it’s better to fly for 1315 two-ways than for 2000 one-
way, can skip school, nothing bad. 

PD2L Lexicographic 
heuristic purchase 
decision 

Я нашел очень выгодный билет. и время мне подходит и цена, я бы 
купил этот билет, потому что он очень дешевый./ I’ve found very 
good ticket, both time and price are right for me, I’d buy this ticket 
because it’s very cheap. 

PD2E Elimination-by-
aspects heuristic 
purchase decision 

Лучше на последую цену не смотреть, больно становится. Но все-
таки это 2 дня выходных! Следующих прийдется ждать месяц! А 
кто знает как там дальше погода будет и все остальное. Тем более у
подруги можно всегда переночевать./ It’s better not to look at the 
final price, it hurts. But still it is two free days! For the next I have to 
wait a month! And who knows how it will be later, weather and 
everything. Moreover I can overnight at my friend’s place. 

UP Unpredicted 
processes 

Проблемы, закон подлости, похоже он завис... Прийдется 
перезагружать компьютер. отлично.../ Problem, villainy law, seems it
has locked up... Need to restart the computer. Great …  

NRM Not task-related or 
meta-statements 

Мне не нравится этот сайт./ I don’t like this site. 
Долго думает. проблемы... / It’s thinking to long, Problems... 

 
Table 1 Coding scheme for the processes in observations   
 
Presentation of the task (PT) is an action when a participant describes what he or she is going to or 
need to do. This action does not appear directly in the Five-Stage Model but it can be classified as a 
part of the stage Problem Recognition when a person understands the task and problem (see Fig.1). 
Search attempts active (S1A) describes an action when a person is looking for new information, for 
example by visiting different websites. Search attempts milder (S1M) is a code for an action when a 
participant becomes more interested in the information about a product. Evaluation (E) codes 
actions that happen when a participant process competitive brand information and make a final 
value judgement. 
 
Purchase decision (PD1) describes process when consumer decides whether or not he or she will 
buy the product. Conjunctive heuristic purchase decision (PD2C) codes actions when a participant 
has the minimum requirement for one feature and choose the first product that meets this 
requirement. Lexicographic heuristic purchase decision (PD2L) describes an action when a 
participant chooses the product that has the best corresponding to the most important requirement. 
Elimination-by-aspects heuristic purchase decision (PD2E) is a code for an action when a 
participant choose while looking on all features and eliminate brands if they do not meet the 
minimum requirement.  
 
Not task-related or meta-statements (NRM) are those that describe participants’ emotions and 
thoughts that are not actually related to the task. Unpredicted process (UP) is used to code segments 
or fragments in the structured protocols which cannot be coded, not even under the category “not 
task-related or meta-statements”.  
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4 Empirical Findings 
Empirical findings of this research paper consist of ten observations conducted in order to 
investigate how participants behave using the Internet to buy a ticket. Participants were selected 
without regard to their nationality, gender, age, and experience in managing a flight booking system 
on the Internet. The only criteria were to be a student in Paris who has Russian as one of the 
languages of communication.  
 
In the beginning of every observation participants were told to book a round trip Stockholm-Paris 
for a weekend in April 2009 as if they were spending their own money on the ticket. Although, the 
time limitation was mention, the participants could end the observation when they would do so in 
real-life situation. In order to gain better understanding of the participants’ behaviour they were 
asked to talk aloud. Every observation was transcribed and after that a corresponding protocol was 
written. Participants demonstrated an ability to fulfil the task by using different search engines or 
travel companies’ websites and expressing their thoughts. Fortunately, all ten recordings were 
usable for analysis. Short descriptions and the total time of each observation are presented below.   

4.1 Observations 

4.1.1 Participant 1 
Time: 19min 40s 
First of all participant opened the search engine google.ru and a website with Russian keyboard that 
he used for typing in Russian. He wrote the search words in Russian “book a ticket from Stockholm 
to Paris” and then copied them to google.ru. He looked through the results, scrolled the page down 
and up twice, then he left the page google.ru and went to skyways.se. He said that he had chosen 
this company because it was one of two companies that he knew. On skyways.se the participant 
chose the departure place, Stockholm, and looked for the arrival destination, Paris, and then he said 
that this company flew only in Sweden and closed the site. 
 
The next step was to open ryanair.com that was, as he said, the second company he knew. He 
changed the language from Swedish to English and filled in trip information. The participant 
decided to stay in Paris for a week because as he said he had one-week holidays in April. He 
studied suggested options for a while and then he said that there were no cheap tickets there. The 
participant changed dates of flight looking for cheaper ticket. In order to find the cheapest tickets he 
had to change departure and arrival dates but he said that it was ok to skip school.  
 
The participant confirmed his choice and said that he would not search for something else because 
he did not think he would find something better, besides what he had found on google.ru was not 
useful. While typing personal information the participant said that this site was quite 
understandable. He said that he did not need a bag because he can take all stuff he needed in his 
pockets. He refused to have insurance motivating that nothing bad could happen to him. The 
participant filled in the contact information, payment option, checked the flight information for the 
last time and was ready to confirm payment and buy the ticket. Finally, the participant said that the 
price was normal, but it could be higher, so it was better to skip school and buy cheaper tickets than 
to go when he had holidays and pay much more. 

4.1.2 Participant 2 
Time: 29 min 11s 
The participant decided to begin with google.se search engine to find some options for a flight 
reservation in April. She entered search words “Paris Stockholm” and looked through the results 
one by one searching those sites she had already visited. The participant opened the first site that 
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she recognised, edreams.com. On this site she typed in trip information and studied the results. The 
participant scrolled the page down but backed up saying that the first option was the cheapest one. 
 
The participant said that she would try to find some other options which could be cheaper and she 
went directly to airfrance.com because as she said she was familiar with this company. She tried to 
enter airfrance.com but that site was not available, so she typed airfrance.us. On this site the 
participant typed in the same trip information as for the previous site, but there appeared some 
technical problems and the participant had to type the same information once again. During this 
process she said that if this time it would not work she would try to go to airfrance.fr. While looking 
through results the participant said that she liked this site more than edreams.com because 
everything was very colourful and easy to understand you could directly see all options for 
outbound and you can choose the date you want. But at the same time edreams.com was good too 
because you could see both outbound and inbound flights.  
 
The participant chose the cheapest alternative on airfrance.us by changing date. While the server 
was searching for inbound options the participant went to edreams.com and looked at the time and 
date of the cheapest flight. Then she went back to airfrance.us and chose the cheapest alternative for 
inbound flight. Several alternatives for outbound was showed to the participant and she chose the 
cheapest flight in the morning but then changed it motivating it by that she would like to fly home 
in the evening. At this moment the participant said that she would like to see some other sites but 
decided to finish it with this two first. When she saw that her outbound was in the evening she went 
back to the start page in order to make a search again. 
 
At the same time the participant went to ryanair.com and said that she did not like this site because 
there were many complications when you buy a ticket but she motivated her choice by saying that 
there could be something cheap on this site. She typed the departure place, Paris, and destination, 
Stockholm, and afterward the dates as if she was travelling from Stockholm to Paris. While waiting 
for results the participant mentioned that she did not like the advertisements on the site because they 
distract her. She looked through the results and selected those flights that ryanair.com suggested but 
the ticket was too expensive so the participant closed the site. 
 
The participant went back to airfrance.com and typed in the trip information once again. She chose 
the cheapest outbound flight by changing her date and then she chose the cheapest inbound flight 
which was on the date she wanted from the beginning. The participant chose time for outbound 
flight in the morning and for inbound flight in the evening. During this process she said that she 
preferred AirFrance because even if Edreams had competitive prices AirFrance was a better 
company and it was better to fly for the same price with better company. When total price of the 
ticked appeared on the screen the participant said that it was too expensive for her and closed the 
site. 
 
The participant went back to edreams.com and chose the cheapest options for outbound and 
inbound flights. She was asked to register if she wanted to continue and the participant decided that 
she would do it. The total price was high and the participant said that she thought that she would not 
go to Paris for this weekend. Nevertheless, she went back to the start page and entered different 
dates motivating it by saying that maybe it would be cheaper.  
 
At the same time she opened airfrance.us again and said that prices were almost the same but she 
would like to pay less. She typed in the same destinations and changed the dates. While waiting for 
search results on airfrance.us she went back to edreams.com and saw that on the new date the price 
was even higher. She came back to airfrance.us and chose the cheapest outbound and inbound 
flights but the price was still too high. The participant decided to give up. 
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4.1.3 Participant 3 
Time: 46 min 40 s 
The participant had yandex.ru opened, but she searched on google.ru. She typed the search phrase 
in Russian “air tickets Stockholm-Paris-Stockholm”. At the same time she explained that she would 
try to find the most optimal and cheap tickets, and as she stressed it was the most important. When 
the page with search results appeared the participant clicked on the first link and said “well … air 
tickets Stockholm sale great. The name of the page was aviasales.ru and all the information was in 
Russian. The participant scrolled the page quickly then she said that she needed to find a town. 
Then she stopped as she saw a field “Search” (in Russian). The participant began with the date 
when a calendar appeared she said “great”. The participant chose the date of the departure, April 
25th, rather quickly in comparison with the time she was thinking about how many days she would 
stay there. May 3rd was chosen for the return date. Then she typed the names of destinations 
(Stockholm, Paris) and clicked on search. The page with the results for special offers was 
commented “well … clear nothing found will try to go (sighed) another way”. 
 
The participant stayed in the same window and returned to the search results on google.ru. She 
clicked on the link “Cheap air tickets to Stockholm – Scandinavian Airlines” and said “cheap air 
tickets”. The page flygsas.com with the names of destinations opened in Russian.  She said “well … 
news flight booking ticket prices” and clicked on “ticket prices”. The next pages provided 
information on prices and special offers. The following comment was made “well … cannot find a 
convenient ticket search”. Then she clicked on flight booking (in Russian). On the next page the 
participant started to select the country of departure and first came to country that started with letter 
S (in Russian). She spent some time on looking for the name of the country trying several 
alternatives. The choice of the country of arrival (France) took less time than the previous one. The 
participant continued with the selection of the departure and arrival dates (April 25th and May 3rd). 
The choice of the ticket type was the following 1 adult and economy class. The choice of economy 
class was obvious, as she said. The process of opening the next page took some time and she said 
commented it. When the page appeared the participant looked through if the information on her 
choice was correct. Afterward she hesitated if the numbers in yellow, green and blue fields were 
ticket prices or not. She decided that it most probably was prices. She was also looking for the final 
price that was actually shown on the right side of the page, but the participant did not see it. She 
counted the final price herself and said “most probably it will be ten and ten”. The prices of 
departure and arrival tickets were 10 461 and 10491 respectively. She wondered as well why the 
price and date were selected for her automatically. When the next page about the personal 
information on passengers appeared she stopped activity on this site saying “так … мы пока 
подождем посмотрим еще вариант” (well … let’s wait let’s see another variant).  
 
(The process of search and evaluation continued. The participant visited some other websites, but 
returned to flysas.com). The participant decided not to continue the search and opened the first 
window flysas.com that was minimized in the beginning of her search. The participant said that it 
was the most ideal variant for her. She decided to change something and try from the beginning to 
enter data once more to avoid mistakes. The participant said that it was a good site, easy and 
everything was clear. The final price that included fees and taxes was on the screen, but she 
hesitated if it was really right. The participant entered all the information and repeated her search. 
But the computer locked up.  

4.1.4 Participant 4 
Time: 14 min 21 s 
The participant chose to search on google.ru website. She explained that it was convenient. She 
would prefer to search in Swedish because she was in Sweden. It was the first idea that came to her 
mind.  
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She entered a search word “air baltic”, but she was not sure if the spelling was right. She said that 
she would search those companies she knew. When the results appeared the participant clicked on 
the link MrJet.se. The page was in Swedish. She agreed to the choice “round trip” and typed 
Stockholm and Paris as flight destinations. The participant typed the dates of departure (2009-04-
14) and arrival (2009-04-18). When the page with the search results opened the participant reacted 
over the price level. She meant that they were very high and that it is possible to fly cheaper. She 
noticed that it was price for a round trip. She would not buy ticket here because it was too 
expensive. She left the page and returned to google.se results.  
 
The participant said that she would search for some cheap French airline and changed the search 
word to “french airlines”. In the results she selected the link brusselairlines.com that stated “France 
Airline”, but quickly change her mind, returned and clicked on airfrance.se (in English) that she 
opened in a new window. On the page airfrance.se the participant typed Paris, selected round trip 
and chose the dates (14/04/2009 and 18/04/2009). Then she clicked on search. She selected the 
departure date and continued to return date. When the page opened she looked through the 
information that appeared. She stopped her activity on this page but she did not close it.  
 
 She clicked on the first opened window with google.se results and continued with 
brusselairlines.com in the same window. She scrolled the paged up and down and started to enter 
the names of destinations. Nevertheless she could not find Paris and wondered why it was written 
“flights to France” but Paris was not on the list.  
 
She returned to airfrance.se and began to define her choice. She said that she would take a ticket for 
1000 because it was better than for 2000, then she recognized that it would be 2000 for a round trip 
anyway. The participant looked through the information on the page and said that the price was not 
very satisfying, but it did not matter because if all airlines have almost the same prices there was 
nothing to do. She looked through the flight information very quickly and continued to the next 
page. She began to enter personal information. When she came to the field “frequent flyer card” she 
wondered what it was. She selected Flying Blue. The problems with country code appeared, and she 
solved it. She said “Maybe zero zero” and typed it. On the next page the participant skipped reading 
“The terms and conditions” and said “Alright!”. On the next page (payment information) she 
wondered what kind of Visa she had. There were six types of different cards for payment. She 
hesitated for a while and selected Visa. The charge for payment with this card would be 40 Swedish 
crowns. There appeared a problem with card number and the participant was trying to solve it in 
different ways. She made a comment “I cannot stand the rules of these cards” (she meant cards for 
payment). The final phrase was “That’s all … (I) fly … (I’m) satisfied”.  

4.1.5 Participant 5 
Time: 13 min 36 s 
Firstly, the participant presented the task and said that she would book a ticket from Stockholm to 
Paris both ways and added that she was flying as a tourist. She took into consideration that she was 
a student and that is why she would not to fly first class. The participant started directly with 
ryanair.com because she considered it to be the cheapest variant. She said that she had flown with 
Ryanair, but it was her friend who had recommended it. The participant entered the website and 
selected the destinations (Stockholm, Paris) and said that unfortunately the plane would not depart 
from/arrive to Stockholm/Paris directly and one would need extra money to come there. She 
selected the dates of departure and arrival (May 2nd and May 3rd). When the next page opened she 
looked at the prices and said that 449 was a reasonable price, but then she quickly changed her mind 
and said that it could have been cheaper. She scrolled the page down and saw price for return flight. 
“2000 crown …terrifying … what am I going to eat?”. The price level for outbound ticket was 
satisfying, but she would continue search for cheaper return ticket.  
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She opened a new window and typed search phrase “cheap flights to Paris from Stockholm” in 
google.com search field. She clicked on the first link in the results of search edreams.com that 
stated “flight Paris-Stockholm”. It opened in a new window. The participant decided to choose 
English because she could not any other foreign language. It was the first time she visited this site. 
The participant selected the destination and commented that she liked the function with calendar 
because it was easier to have overview and to choose the dates. Then she noticed that all prices 
were in Euro, and the participant said that she needed prices in Swedish crowns. She estimated that 
312 Euro would be approximately 3000 crowns. Afterwards she decided to come back to 
ryanair.com. The participant repeated the price for round trip, 312 Euro and concluded that 
google.com offered some variants and not the cheapest one was selected.   
 
The participant decided to try google.com one more time. She clicked on kayak.com that stated 
“Cheapest Flight Stockholm”. When she entered the site she commented that she did not like the 
site because of the design. She selected the dates (May 2nd and May 3rd), but the departure and 
arrival destinations both were Stockholm. The search result appeared very quickly and the 
participant commented that it was faster than on Edreams. She looked through the information and 
changed the arrival destination to Paris, All airports. When the next page opened she scrolled up 
and down and made some conclusions. Finally, the participant said that ryanair.com offered the 
cheapest variants, decided to go back and commented “good old ryanair recommended by a friend”.   
 
She began to compare possible options. Her choices were: either to pay the money and be present 
on session on Monday or not to be present. The participant mentioned that the entrance to the 
museums that weekend would be free and she would wait for one more month to go to Paris. Then 
it was concluded that the attendance rules were not so strict and she chose to go back on Monday. 
The participant decided to continue booking on ryanair.com. On the next page she made a comment 
about the terms and conditions that she “would not read twenty times” because she had read them 
one day”. When the next page opened she selected the option Ms (miss), but she commented that it 
did not matter “I am Marina”. She typed her last name. The participant commented baggage options 
“it’s stupid. I fly on weekend, not so much baggage.” She chose zero bags, zero check in “to pay 
zero”. She did not choose any insurance because she had one “provided by a great good Swedish 
university”. The participant controlled the chosen flight information and scrolled down. She was 
irritated that she had to type all personal information once again. The participant mentioned that it 
was a good choice to fly that weekend because the weather could change and she could stay with a 
friend. When the participant came to the next page she mentioned that her Visa was a simple card. 
This card was not very good because not all the companies would accept it for payment. The 
decided not to enter her billing address because it was not obligatory. 

4.1.6 Participant 6  
Time: 38 min 22 s 
The participant started with saying that he would use google.ru search engine in order to find cheap 
companies’ sites. He typed air tickets in Russian and scrolled the page with results down and up. 
Then he hesitated for a while and decided that he should use English and changed the search phrase 
to “air tickets cheap”. While looking through results he paid attention to sites’ names, not 
descriptions. He looked over all results on the first page but clicked on the first one, cheapair.com. 
On this site he typed in departure and destination places and mentioned that the dates were written 
in an original way because the month was first then the day and the year at last. He mentioned the 
first suggested flight because it was the cheapest one, but the negative thing was that total trip time 
was over nine hours. He wondered if 163 dollars was expensive and decided to try to book this 
ticket. During the next step the participant had troubles with finding the date of the flight. When he 
found the dates he closed the site because he would have to spend the night at the airport on his way 
back. 
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The participant went back to google.ru and chose the second possible site on the page, 
cheapflights.com. While typing departure place he mentioned that this site was similar to the 
previous one. He could not find Stockholm on the list of departures and after a while he understood 
that this site sold tickets only in the USA. This site was closed and the participant went back to 
google.ru. He changed the order of his search words “cheap air tickets” motivating it by saying that 
search engine looked for order of search words too and opened the second site on the page, 
cheapticketlinks.org. On this site he typed in trip information for search but he did not understand 
what he found. There was no list of all possible flights. The participant said that this site was 
strange and closed it. 
 
He went back to google.ru search engine and did not click on the next site but on the second one 
after the site that he had just visited, cheapair.com. His motivation was that the name “air gorilla” 
did not sound trustful. On the site he chose the participant typed the same trip information as on the 
previous sites and checked the box “My dates are flexible”. When he pressed the button “Check 
Fares” the information window popped up saying that “flexible dates” option is available only in 
the USA. The participant made a conclusion that this site was selling tickets only for flights within 
the USA and closed the site. 
 
On google.ru he chose next site which was almost at the bottom of the page, lowfares.com He could 
not motivate his choice but he said that in the description of the site was written the information he 
was looking for, “low fares”. On this site the participant typed in the trip information and during the 
stage two of the search he was asked to chose three sites from the list. He tried to choose sites but 
could not understand the system. At last, he gave up and closed the site motivating it by saying that 
it was too complicated. 
 
The participant once again returned to google.ru, scrolled the page up and decided to try to open 
airgorilla.com. He typed in the trip information and pressed “Search”. During the next stage he was 
asked to choose the airports of departure and destination, the participant said that he did not know 
which airport to choose so he chose Bromma for Stockholm and Paris Area for Paris at random. 
The site showed that there were no flights between those airports but the participant did not notice it 
and tried to press “Search” again. This time he saw the notification, went back and changed the 
airport Bromma to Arlanda while saying that this site was strange. When results came up he 
scrolled the page down, said that the first one was the cheapest, scrolled back up and chose the first 
option. He looked at the price and remained the site open to be open but went back to google.ru. 
  
He motivated his behaviour by saying that it was the only ticket he could find and he needed to 
compare it to something, maybe there would be a cheaper offer. He scrolled the page to the bottom 
and chose one from bottom site. When the participant saw the site he said he had already been there 
and closed the site. He changed his search phrase “cheap air tickets europe” and opened the first 
possible site, europeyair.com, There he filled in trip information and looked over the results. There 
was a flight for 350 dollars, so the participant went back to airgorilla.com and checked that the price 
there was 360 dollars. Then he came back to europebyair.com and said that it was not comfortable 
to fly with stops. He went to airgorilla.com and said that there was no information about stops so it 
should be without and he checked the time. Back on europebyair.com he noticed that this flight 
option had the same time for departure and arrival. He came to a conclusion that it was the same 
flight but on europebyair.com the ticket was cheaper. The participant closed airgorilla.com site. 
 
The participant went back to google.ru and opened the next site, travel.yahoo.com, and entered trip 
information. He looked through the results for a while and wondered if it the price was for one way 
or two ways. He said that he could not find the date for return flight so he tried to select the first 
option and then the first option for return flight. This ticket was cheaper but he was not satisfied 
with the time for return flight because he would spend the night at the airport. 
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He decided to try to open ryanair.com and check if this company flew from Stockholm to Paris. He 
typed in trip information and looked over results. The price was in Swedish crowns so he wondered 
what the exchange rate was. He chose the cheapest ticket by changing dates in five day range. Then 
he opened google.ru in order to find exchange rate for Swedish crown. He said that this ticket was 
not cheap but the cheapest one n comparison with others. He hesitated for a few minutes but then 
said that he knew that Ryanair was the cheapest company. The participant confirmed the flights, 
filled in his personal information, refused to take the insurance motivating it by saying that he did 
not consider it was necessary and entered the payment option. He was ready to buy the ticket.  

4.1.7 Participant 7 
Time: 32 min 54 s 
The participant decided to enter yandex.ru because as she explained it was convenient if you use 
Russian and she thought that she would find something there.  
 
She typed search phrase “air tickets from Stockholm to Paris” in Russian on Russian keyboard on 
the screen. The participant showed on the first link on the result list, aviashop.ru that stated “Air 
tickets without EXTRA CHANGE. Air tickets to Paris”. She decided to click on it because the first 
choice usually is more or less suitable. She admitted that it was her first time for booking ticket. 
Afterwards she said that she did not like this link because there were unfamiliar words on the page. 
The participant returned to the results and scrolled down to look through results.  She selected the 
next link, tgt.ru that stated “Booking air tickets Stockholm – Paris”. The participant guessed that 
information there would be usable because of the title Stockholm – Paris and would not need to 
continue searching. When the page opened she selected the dates of departure and arrival (April 8th 
and April 13th). The names of destinations (Stockholm, Paris) were already written in the fields. She 
typed her cell phone number, name (she wrote just her first name). Then she needed to choose her 
age category. There were four options: youth ≤  25, teacher, student, …. She hesitated if she was 
youth or student, and finally she chose the option student. In the next field there were some options 
for a card (ISIC, ITIC, IYIC, EURO < 26). She said that did not recognize this card and did not 
want to waste her head. The participant continued without choosing any of options. 
 
Afterwards she decided to try to book ticket online on the same website, tgt.ru. She selected 
destinations and departure and arrival dates (April 7th and April 13th), then she continued her 
search. She selected economy class and chose the option “show flights for all airlines”. The warning 
on the next page stated that passenger was responsible for the order information and the participant 
did not like it because she already had entered her address. She changed her choice for the type of 
passenger from adult to youth and selected AirFrance as her choice of airline. She looked through 
the found results and chose the earliest flight for outbound trip and the latest for return flight. She 
explained her choice in the following way “to stay longer in Paris and see everything”. The 
participant said that her priority was the time, but she would look at the price later. When she 
calculated the price in dollars with the help of calculator (about 1000 dollars) she said that it was 
too expensive and she wanted to know why it had happened. The participant wanted to find the 
price on the previous page because she thought something was wrong. She compared the prices and 
chose the cheapest from the alternatives and she added that the flight time was also suitable. She 
selected credit card as the option for the payment. While the participant was entering personal 
information she explained her choice “the ticket is not cheap, but it’s not important. The most 
important is to go on a journey.” She controlled all booking and personal information and decided 
to confirm, but the one of the flights was impossible to book. She tried to solve the problem, but 
after a while she decided to leave the site.  
 
The participant returned to yandex.ru results and clicked on the link blue1.com that stated in 
Russian “Buy an air ticket to Paris at super price”. She liked it because it said Paris. The participant 
entered blue1.com and selected names of the destinations. Then she typed in the dates for the flights 
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and the type of passenger, adult. Destination Paris was not found on the site and the participant 
decided to leave it. The participant returned to the resulted on yandex.ru and clicked on the link 
aviastyle-tour.ru where she entered the same information as previously but she decided to leave the 
site because no results were found. 
 
The participant decided to continue her search on google.se. She entered the search phrase 
”aviatickets from stockholm to paris” in English. The results of the search were in Swedish. The 
participant entered site flygvaruhuset.se that was in Swedish and selected previously mentioned 
flight information. The problem appeared because one of the options was not right. The participant 
left the site and returned to yandex.ru. She typed in a new search phrase “заказать авиабилет” 
(book air ticket). The participant entered this phrase to look on the link that she liked (link from her 
previous choice). She entered site skyticket.ru and typed in names of destinations. Then she noticed 
that it was just possible to book a ticket, not to buy. The participant left the site. She returned to 
yandex.ru and clicked on the link. She entered site moscow.aero and selected the destinations and 
dates. Then the participant read the rules for using this site and commented that it was especially for 
her who did not know anything. She found AirFrance in the alternatives and chose it. Then the 
participant entered personal information and read the terms and conditions. She clicked on “confirm 
booking”. 

4.1.8 Participant 8 
Time: 15 min 01 s 
The participant began with repeating the task and saying that she did not have enough knowledge or 
experience and she would start with google.ru search engine in Russian. The participant said that 
because of Easter holidays all tickets should be sold out. She tried to search with several different 
search words in Russian and departure and destination places in English, “avia”, “авиакомпании” 
(flight companies), “самолеты”(airplanes), “самолеты stokholm” (airplanes stockholm), 
“самолеты stockholm-paris”(airplanes stockholm-paris). When the results appeared the participant 
opened the site, europages.com.ru, as she said, at random because she was not familiar with this 
site. She looked at the site and after a few seconds closed it. 
 
The participant went back to google.ru and changed the search phrase to “авиабилеты stockholm-
paris” (air tickets stockholm-paris) in Russian. She opened the first site, tgt.ru, scrolled the page 
down and up and said that there was no useful information and closed the site. She went back to 
google.ru again and added “купить” (buy). The participant opened the next site, s7.ru. On this site 
she looked through the page and menu reading information on the page. After a while she said that 
this site sold tickets for flight only in Russia, closed the site and went back to the search engine. 
 
On google.ru she changed keywords again and wrote “buy fly tickets from Stockholm to Paris” in 
Russian. The participant opened the first site, czechairlines.ru. On the start page of this site she 
typed in trip information and said that this was a very good site because she could understand 
everything. She decided to stay in Paris for three days. When the results came up she looked at the 
page for a while, scrolled the page down and then up looking for different alternatives. After a few 
minutes she pressed the button to move on. The participant confirmed flights and chose economy 
class. She filled in personal and contact information, payment option and was ready to buy the 
ticket. 

4.1.9 Participant 9 
Time: 14 min 13 s 
The participant started directly with ryaniar.com website saying that she knew this site was the 
cheapest one and she was a student with limited financial resources. She decided to stay in Paris for 
a week and typed in trip information. While choosing the dates the participant said that she would 
travel on Monday because on this day it was most probable to find cheaper ticket. When she looked 
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at the results of the search she said that she would not travel back on that date because it was too 
expensive. The participant changed the date in order to find a cheaper ticket and said that it was 
already too late and she should have searched earlier, there were approximately two weeks left. She 
found a relatively cheap ticket for inbound flight, but she needed change the date many times. She 
had to change the date for outbound flight as well in order not to stay in Paris for too long. While 
changing dates she decided that it was not necessary for her to spend Easter in Paris. The participant 
selected the cheapest flights and moved on. 
At this time she decided to look at another site, wizzair.com, that she knew was cheap. On that site 
no direct flights from Stockholm to Paris were found. The participant went back to ryanair.com, 
filled in her personal and contact information, refused to buy priority boarding and insurance saying 
that she considered it was unnecessary. The last step was to fill in payment option. The participant 
was ready to buy the ticket. 

4.1.10 Participant 10 
Time: 12 min 25 s 
The participant started with presentation of the task. He used msn.com search engine which was 
chosen as standard setting on his computer because, as he said, it was one of the best. He looked for 
cheap fly trips and used Swedish language while typing search words. As he was looking through 
results, he scrolled the page down to the bottom and then back to the top. Then he chose the first 
site on the page, flygresor.se. While choosing departure and destination places he picked Skavsta in 
Stockholm and Beauvais in Paris and motivated it by saying that those are small airports and it was 
easier to buy cheap tickets for the planes flying from them. He decided to stay in Paris for a week. 
He looked at the prices but they were too high so he returned to msn.com search engine.  
 
The participant was thinking for a while and decided to go directly to ryanair.com that he used 
before. On ryanair.com site he compared prices on different dates and chose the cheapest tickets by 
changing his travel dates. He motivated his choice by saying that this ticket was the cheapest one. 
After that he entered his personal information, payment option and was ready to buy the ticket. 

4.2 Protocol 
To simplify the analysis of empirical findings structured protocols were constructed out of the 
participants’ transcribed protocols. A part of a structured protocol is presented in Table 2. Name of 
the website (URL) and time when a participant opened and closed this page during the observation 
were related to participant’s speech. Participant’s activity that could be seen on the screen and 
considered to be important for the analysis is described in the column Event. The next column, Talk 
aloud, presents participant’s speech, or protocol, at any particular moment. Remarks and comments 
is the column where observers could write what they considered to be important during the 
observation. Example of a transcribed and structured protocol is presented in Appendix 1. 
 

URL Time Event Talk aloud Remarks/
Comments

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

entered 
“авиабилеты
”, looked 
through the 
results 

буду искать в google сайты самолетов дешевых. я 
считаю, что это самая оптимальная поисковая 
система. дешевых - потому что я студент./ I’m going 
to search on google for cheap flights’ sites. I 
consider it’s the most optimal search engine. 
Cheap flights – because I’m a students. 

 

  entered “air 
tickets cheap”

смотрю на сайты, которые... так, начнем с 
первого/I’m looking at the sites that … well, 
let’s start with the first one. 
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www.cheapair.com 0:01:41 
0:06:49 

entered 
departure and 
destination 
places, then 
dates, “any 
time”, class: 
coach 

откуда мы летим? из стокгольма... из арланды?... 
летим в апреле. 12го, а 17го обратно. о, как прикольно 
у них идут даты. сначала месяц, потом день, потом 
год./ Where are we flying from? From 
Stockholm … Arlanda? We are flying in April. 
On the 12th, and on the 17th back. Oh, that’s 
cool how they have the dates here, first month, 
then day, then year 

. 

 
Table 2 Structural presentation of the protocols and activities of participants 

4.3 Information search space  
A detailed list of all websites that had been visited during the observations is presented in Table 3. 
Participants visited 48 websites in total that include not only general search engines 
(www.google.ru, www.yandex.ru), flight companies’ websites (www.ryanair.com, 
www.airfrance.ua, www.skyways.se), retailers’ websites (www.edreams.com, www.flygresor.se), 
but also travel agencies’ websites (www.camila.ru, www.tgt.ru), a blog (airblog.ru), a forum 
(www.infrance.ru) and a website that had currency exchange rates (www.tursvodka.ru). The 
number of participants who visited these websites and the amount of visits on each website can be 
found in the table. 
 

Website Amount of 
participants Visit Website Amount of 

participants Visit 

www.ryanair.com 6 9 www.tursvodka.ru 1 1 
www.google.ru 5 35 www.swiss.com 1 1 
www.google.se 3 7 www.blue1.com 1 1 
www.edreams.com 2 6 rzd.aviastyle-tour.ru 1 1 
www.skyways.se 2 2 www.skyticket.ru 1 1 
www.tgt.ru 2 2 www.moscow.aero 1 1 
www.aviashop.ru 2 2 www.europages.com.ru 1 1 
www.yandex.ru 1 7 www.s7.ru 1 1 
www.airfrance.us 1 6 www.czechairlines.ru 1 1 
www.flysas.com 1 4 www.wizzair.com 1 1 
www.hotavia.ru 1 3 ticket.turistua.com 1 1 
www.aviasales.ru 1 3 www.flygresor.se 1 1 
www.klm.com 1 2 www.aviako.ru 1 1 
www.msn.com 1 2 brusselsairlines.com 1 1 
www.google.com 1 2 www.infrance.ru 1 1 
airfrance.se 1 2 mrjet.se 1 1 
www.lowfares.com 1 2 www.camila.ru 1 1 
www.airgorilla.com 1 2 www.sas.com 1 1 
www.europebayair.com 1 2 www.reisiekspert.ee 1 1 
biznestur.ru 1 2 airblog.ru 1 1 
www.cheapair.com 1 2 www.1001tur.ru 1 1 
www.cheapflights.com 1 1 www.kayak.com 1 1 
www.cheapticketlinks.org 1 1 www.flygvaruhuset.se 1 1 
travel.yahoo.com 1 1    

 
Table 3 Visited websites, amount of people visited each website and amount of visits on each website 
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The common tendency among the participants was that almost all of them used a search engine and 
the most frequently used words were авиабилет (air ticket), Стокгольм (Stockholm) or Stockholm 
(in English), Париж (Paris) or Paris (in English) and the adjective cheap. The languages that were 
used for search words were Russian and English, and varied not only from person to person but also 
within one observation, a participant could use different languages. A list of all search words that 
had been used during the observations is presented in Table 4. 
 

Words Frequency Words Frequency
авиабилет (air ticket) 9 шведские авиалинии (Swedish airlines) 1 
cтокгольм (Stockholm) 7 дешевые (cheap) 1 
париж (Paris) 6 билет (ticket) 1 
paris 6 avia 1 
stockholm 6 SAS 1 
cheap 4 Skyways 1 
air tickets 3 French airlines 1 
aviatickets 1 billiga flygresor (cheap flights) 1 
aвиакомпании (airlines) 1 europe 1 
самолеты (airplanes) 1 flight 1 
air baltic 1   

 
Table 4 Search words and amount of participants who used these words 
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5 Analysis 
In this chapter the modified data collected during in the process of observations are analyzed. In the 
beginning a short overview of the quantitative results and analysis is done. These results are 
collected in Table 6. It represents a quantitative relation between coded stages and the participants’ 
activity during the observations. Later each of three stages (information search, evaluation of 
alternatives and purchase decision) is analyzed separately.  
 
For the analysis a combination of both film files done with Camtasia converted to .avi files and 
structured protocols was used. Film files facilitated the synchronization of participants’ actions and 
speech in order to make clear what was happening during the observation. To be able to analyze 
structured protocols they were coded according to the coding scheme which is presented in Theory 
chapter (Table 1). A part of a coded protocol is presented in Table 5. To simplify the process of 
analyzing empirical findings column describing actions was added into the table with coded 
protocols.  
 

Code Action Speech 
  entered 

“авиабилеты”, 
looked through the 
results 

  

S1A 
NRM 
S1A 

  буду искать в google сайты самолетов дешевых. я считаю, 
что это самая оптимальная поисковая система. дешевых -
потому что я студент. почему на русском? ты права. вообще 
можно поискать в этом, в самом...  

  entered “air tickets 
cheap” 

  

S1A   смотрю на сайты, которые... так, начнем с первого.  

  entered departure 
and destination 
places, then dates, 
“any time”, class: 
coach.  

  

S1A    откуда мы летим? из стокгольма... из арланды?... летим в
апреле. 12го, а 17го обратно. о, как прикольно у них идут 
даты. сначала месяц, потом день, потом год.  

 
Table 5 Structural presentation of protocol analysis 
 
Table 6 sums up the number of times that coded processes were found in all structured protocols 
and which participants went through what stages and how many times. The total amount of 
processes varies from 11 to 74 per person that can depend on participants’ experience or knowledge 
in the area of the given task (to book a ticket online). There are two types of processes that took 
place during all observational occasions. These are search attempts active (S1A) with the total 
amount of 64 and evaluation (E) with the total amount of 57, on the contrast all four types of 
purchase decision (PD1, PD2C, PD2L, PD2E) together with the total amount 18 were present in 
nine out of ten observations. This can be a clear sign of presence of these three stages in consumer 
decision making process online.  
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Process coded as not task-related or meta-statements (NRM) appeared in the protocols 103 times. 
This can mean that these participants were open and could express their thoughts and feelings free 
during the observations. Only two participants did not have any unpredicted processes (UP) or not 
task-related or meta-statements (NRM). 
 
Nevertheless, these processes were not following each other as it is mentioned in the Five-Stage 
Model, but their sequence was mixed. For example, search process was followed by evaluation 
process and then a new search process began; or some participants initiated a new search process 
even after purchase decision was made.  
 
Participant 

Code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

PT  1 1  1   1  1 5 

S1A 2 8 16 3 3 8 6 9 4 5 64 

S1M   15 1 2  5    23 

E 2 19 3 6 3 11 5 1 5 2 57 

PD1   1 1 1  2  2 2 9 

PD2C 1   1    1   3 

PD2L       1  1 1 3 

PD2E     1 1 1    3 

UP   1    1    2 

NRM 7 2 37 10 12 11 23 1   103 

Total 12 30 74 22 23 31 44 13 12 11 272 
 
Table 6 Amount of coded prosses for each participant and in total 

5.1 Information Search 
During this stage participants tried to find information about brands, prices and possible product 
solutions. In order to do it majority of the participants used different search engines both in English 
and in Russian. It means that those people did not have enough experience or knowledge on 
booking ticket online had to look for some supplementary information. Some participants used 
search engines because they did not know what company they could fly with, other used search 
engines only to find some additional information in order to be able to compare several alternatives, 
for example, prices. Among all participants only one continued searching on the next page with 
search engine results. This can be explained by participants’ beliefs and attitudes. They did not 
expect to find anything more relevant or useful on the next page if they did not find it on the first 
one.  
 
Results in the Table 6 show that active search attempts happened twice as often as milder search 
attempts. It can be explained by the fact that the participants were familiar to the definite task from 
the beginning. In order to solve the problem the participants needed information and had to make 
active search attempts, for example participant 6 said “буду искать в google сайты самолетов 
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дешевых ... так как я студент” (I’m going to search for cheap companies’ websites in google 
because I am a student).  
 
Main information sources were personal, commercial and experiential. Example of personal 
information source could be found in the case with participant 4. She entered Ryanair because she 
had heard about this website from her friends, for example “посмотрим, что нам ryanair 
предлогает. почему ryanair? потому что это самый дешевый вариант. из тех, которые 
возможны. знаем откуда? ... подсказали подруги как-то” (Let’sl look what Ryanair can offer. 
Why Ryanair? because it is the cheapest possible option. How do I know? ... I found out about it 
through my friends).  
 
An example of commercial information source can be participants 3, 6 or 7. They looked on what 
was written on search engines’ websites about the sites in the results and this information 
influenced their choice, for example “заказ авиабилетов стокгольм - париж. вот, я думаю тут 
будет та информация, которая мне нужна” (airtickets’ order Stockholm - Paris. I think that here 
will be the information I need). Participants 5 and 10 used experiential information sources because 
they went directly to those websites they had already visited before, for example “я знаю, у них 
есть дешевые билеты. и я его использовал раньше для полетов” (I know that they have cheap 
tickets and I have already used this company for flights).   
 
Analyzing participants’ speech it can be seen that they rely on those sites that they had heard about 
from a friend or used before. Participant 1, for example, said that he would not look for cheaper 
alternatives because he knew that Ryanair was the cheapest company.  
 
Search words that participants used during the observation were in different languages, English, 
Russian and Swedish. For example, participant 10 used “billiga flygresor” (cheap air trips), 
participant 6 wrote “авиабилеты” (air tickets) and participant searched for “paris stockholm”. 
Some participants did not change their search words during the observation, for example, 
participants 1 and 10. But there were some participants, for instance 7 and 8, who did not look at so 
many websites but tried to find the search words combinations that would give more relevant 
results.  
 
The process of trying different search words influenced the time of observations, those who looked 
through many websites but did not change search words had longer observations then those who 
tried to adjust them in order to get more relevant result. The participants who did not use search 
engine and went directly to companies’ website had the shortest observation time. 
 
The information search actions could be found in all observations and during the entire time of 
observations. They could appear before and after evaluation actions as well as purchase decision 
actions. 

5.2 Evaluation of Alternatives 
Evaluation of alternatives processes were used by participants in order to compare different options 
and make a final judgment or continue search. This activity took place during all observation as it is 
shown in Table 6. The most frequently used aspect for evaluation was price because the participants 
were students and had limited financial resources. For example, participant 1 even decided to skip 
the school in order to get the best price. 
 
Meanwhile, some participants took into consideration many different aspects. For instance 
Participant 5 decided to pay a little bit more to stay in Paris for the first weekend of the month when 
entrance to the museums is free. Participant 2 decided not to buy a ticket because it was too 
expensive for her but while evaluating her alternatives she focused on the dates as well. She wanted 
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to fly to Paris in the morning and back to Stockholm in the evening in order to spend more time in 
Paris. 
 
Although most of participants had found several options and could compare them, participants 1 
and 8 did not have several alternatives to compare. Participant 1 tried to find the best price on 
Ryanair by changing the date while his evaluation was based on price, and participant 8 just took 
the first ticket she could find without any regard to the price or dates. 
 
One more aspect used during evaluation of alternatives was beliefs and attitudes. For example, 
participants 1 and 5 based their evaluation of the site on their beliefs because they knew Ryanair 
was the cheapest alternative. Participant 3 could not understand the site structure and said that she 
did not like this site and moved on saying that she would pay more for the ticket but she would buy 
on the site that which structure she understood. 
 
In observations evaluation of alternatives process appeared only after search process. This can be 
explained by the fact that participants needed to find information and options in order to be able to 
compare them. Most of the times evaluation of alternatives was not followed by purchase decision 
process because of the lack of experience and knowledge of participants; they understood what they 
really needed during the process of evaluation. 

5.3 Purchase Decision 
All the participants but one went through purchase decision process. It was participant 2 who 
refused to continue search process and buy a ticket because neither of the offered alternatives 
corresponded to her expectations. She decided to wait for better offers. In the case with participant 
3 the unpredicted process took place so it was impossible to continue observation, but she summed 
up the result of her decision-making process and actually came to the stage of purchase decision. 
Some of the participants ordered tickets at travels agencies’ website and in this case task was not 
considered completed. The participants were encouraged to continue the process.  
 
Three out of ten participants made their purchase decision based on the minimum requirement for 
one feature that means they agreed to the first offered alternative and complete the task. It should be 
noticed that it did not take long time for the participants to make the decision. Some factors can 
explain this kind of results. It could be some physical factors, for example, tiredness, that influenced 
their decision-making process, or the participants could not concentrate on the task so they decided 
to fulfill it as fast as possible. Participants experience and knowledge on the task area can be other 
explanations of this result. 
 
Participants who based their decision on correspondence to the most important requirement explain 
their choice by the following aspects: either price of the ticket or time of the flight. There were 
participants who were looking on all features and eliminated brands if they did not meet the 
minimum requirement. These participants can be characterized as those speaking and expressing 
their thoughts and feelings freely. They looked at price, time and dates, as well as the circumstances 
that influenced their particular choice. 
 
The place of this stage in respect to other processes was stable. It appeared only after evaluation 
process that can be logical continuation of sequence. Nevertheless, purchase decision process could 
be followed by the process of search. This kind of outcome can appear because of the endless flow 
of information that participants were receiving during the observation, or as the result of 
participants’ unprepared state to make choice. 
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6 Conclusions and final discussion  
This chapter summarizes the results of analysis and answers the research question. The final 
discussion will include both negative and positive aspects of the research. It should be mentioned 
that the empirical material (.avi files, transcribed, structured and coded protocols) collected for 
this research was saved to be accessible for future studies. 
 
This research investigated consumer buying process online in order to provide a deeper insight in 
the process as a whole as well as to examine the particular stages in this process. The Five-Stage 
Model of consumer buying process was used as the basis of this research, and these of three stages 
that this research is focused on are information search, evaluation of alternatives and purchase 
decision.  
 
To summarize observations and draw the conclusions the main qualitative and quantitative results 
are presented below. Although the participants were given up to 50 minutes to complete the task 
some of them made their decision after 15 minutes while for others it took between 30 to 45 
minutes. Information search stage was the most complex one in the process because of the varieties 
of options on how and where to search the information. The information search space during the 
observations was large and diversified. It resulted in that the amount of time spent on this stage by 
the participants was large in comparison to the time spent the other stages. Evaluation stage was 
important for the continuation of the process. It was followed either by a new search process or in 
few cases by a direct purchase decision. In some cases it also led to interruption or a complete stop 
of the buying process. The final stage examined in this research was the stage purchase decision. 
On this stage the correspondence between one or more preferences of the participants and selected 
alternatives played a significant role. Eight participants fully completed the task, one participant did 
not buy ticket because of the problem with her laptop on the last stage of the observation, but she 
made her purchase decision anyway. One of ten participants did not buy ticket because the price 
was too high and she would wait for the better time. 
 
Diversity of the results during observations can be explained by the reasons presented further. Some 
participants admitted that it was their first experience on booking tickets online or that they had not 
done it many times before while some were familiar with the process of buying tickets online. It can 
be one of the reasons that the time of observations was so different. Changes in the stage sequence 
during the observations can be explained by participants’ own special way to act on different stages 
of the buying process, or/and participants had different priorities when buying tickets online. 
 
The results of this research show that decision-making online is a complex process that is 
influenced by the amount and intensity of information received during the process as well as 
consumer knowledge and experience on the area of problem. The sequence of the stages proposed 
by the research model can vary depending on the preferences of consumer and readiness to make a 
decision. 
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Appendix 1. Research process: Participant 6 
Before the observation we contacted participant 6 by telephone and provided him with the general 
information about the research. It was mentioned that his voice and actions on the screen will be 
recorded with a special tool. The participants 6 chose appropriate for him date and time for the 
observation. 
 
The recording took place in the home atmosphere. The participant 6 was supplied with a laptop with 
already installed software on it. During the observation the Internet connection was provided as 
well. To ensure that the data are valuable and usable for the future research the procedure of 
observation was made as natural for the participants as possible. 
 
In the beginning of the meeting the participant 6 was introduced to the task and procedure of the 
observation. The participant 6 was asked to book a round-trip Stockholm-Paris for a weekend in 
April 2009 under the assumption that he will spend his own money buying the tickets. It was 
mentioned that the time of the observation was limited and he was given up to 50 minutes to 
complete the task but he could give up when he would do so in a real-life situation. The participant 
6 was asked to talk aloud what he was doing and why he was doing so in order to understand how 
he was thinking. The observation took 38 minutes. 
 
One observer was present on this observational event. Her tasks were to reflect and make notes on 
any special patterns of behaviour and actions of the participant 6 or his utterances simultaneously 
during the observation, and to remind participant 6 to continue talking if they stopped “thinking 
aloud”. 
 
Before the collected data was analysed some preparations had been made. To make the protocol 
usable for analysis the transcription of what was said by the participant 6 was made as well as his 
activity on the screen during the observation was described. The session was converted from 
Camtasia to .avi files that made it possible to work with the films in a more efficient way. The 
transcription of the observational occasion was made in Russian.  
 
Transcribed protocol 
буду искать в google сайты самолетов дешевых. я считаю, что это самая оптимальная поисковая система. 
дешевых - потому что я студент. почему на русском? ты права. вообще можно поискать в этом, в самом... 
смотрю на сайты, которые... так, начнем с первого. откуда мы летим? из стокгольма... из арланды?... летим 
в апреле. 12го, а 17го обратно. о, как прикольно у них идут даты. сначала месяц, потом день, потом год. а 
если я найду что-то, надо на другом искать? (ты должен найти себе билет, который тебя больше всего 
устраивает)  austrian airlines 79 долларов. с вены в париж потом... total trip time: 9h 30 min. (смех) это 
отличный вариант! почти подходит. 163 доллара (таксы)... это много? давай попробуем! дату что-то не 
вижу... вижу время. а вот! 12 апреля. в 10 утра выезжаем, а вечером приезжаем. ого. целый день в полете. а 
тут выезжаем в 9 вечера и в 9 утра приезжаем... в аеропорту ждать... второй. нет стокгольма... а! это 
американский сайт... мне кажется так будет четче. он то ищет порядок слов. я не совсем понимаю. что 
нашлось? я ввел поиск и не понял, что я нашел. ну, как бы, где список всех возможных рейсов. тут должны 
были появиться. этот сайт я тоже не хочу. какой-то он стремный. airgorila меня насторожил... поэтому 
выберу этот. только в канаду... не буду... почему этот? не знаю... просто там написано то, что я хочу low 
fares. три сайта выбрать надо... почему оно не появилось? следующий сайт... слишком все сложно. 
следующий... попробуем. я не знаю, какой аеропорт, поэтому выберу бромму. еще раз попробуем. нет. а вот! 
sorry... не нашлось... странный такой сайт, нет чтоб сразу показать все возможные варианты. о, нашлось. 
горилла летает. всего 360 долларов. ну, не знаю. сейчас еще поищу. надо с чем-то сравнить. и убедиться, что 
это хорошо. я не знаю, какие цены у них есть. надо с чем-то сравнить, может есть дешевле. здесь мы уже 
были. 349, а там 360... с пересадками? не совсем удобно... там мне больше нравится (горилла), 4 часа... не 
похоже на пересадку... про пересадку ничего не сказано и всего 4 часа. хотя там тоже... рейсы одинаковые. 
делаем вывод. yahoo. смотрю отправление, прибытие. сколько часов в пути. с пересадками. еще дешевле 200 
долларов. но это в одну сторону. мне не подходит за 200 долларов в одну сторону. я не пойму, где обратно... 
arrival вижу... а в обратную сторону? не вижу... о, 228 долларов. но обратное время мне не нравится. в 8 
вечера вылетает, а в 9 утра прилетает. нет. мы ryanair полетим! может мы не на пасхальные каникулы 
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поедем? на пасхальные дорого... получается 2700...  у нас тут 2600... это 300 долларов, 320. еще дешевле! не 
дешево, но дешевле, чем на других сайтах. а ручная кладь считается как багаж? а страховку я не знаю, как 
убрать. плюс 220 крон (аирпотр чекин) это будет 350 долларов. насколько я знаю, ryanair - это самый 
дешевый. я слышал, что можно было бы и дешевле найти. но я не нашел ничего дешевле.  
я знаю, что этот сайт дешевый. не хочу давать свой адресс... 2800 крон... нормально. согласен. покупаем. 
 
In order to present the material in more structured way the relevant information from transcribed 
data and screen activity was organized in a table form.  
 
Structured transcribed protocol and screen activity 

URL Time Event Talk aloud Remarks/
Comments

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

entered 
“авиабилеты”, looked 
through the results,  

буду искать в google сайты самолетов 
дешевых. я считаю, что это самая 
оптимальная поисковая система. 
дешевых - потому что я студент. 
почему на русском? ты права. вообще 
можно поискать в этом, в самом...  

 

  entered “air tickets 
cheap” 

смотрю на сайты, которые... так, 
начнем с первого.  

 

www.cheapair.com 0:01:41 
0:06:49 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates, “any time”, 
class: coach.  

откуда мы летим? из стокгольма... из 
арланды?... летим в апреле. 12го, а 
17го обратно. о, как прикольно у них 
идут даты. сначала месяц, потом день, 
потом год.  

 

  entered “search” а если я найду что-то, надо на другом 
искать? (ты должен найти себе билет, 
который тебя больше всего 
устраивает)  austrian airlines 79 
долларов. с вены в париж потом... 
total trip time: 9h 30 min. (смех) это 
отличный вариант! почти подходит. 
163 доллара (таксы)... это много? 
давай попробуем! 

 

  entered “book” дату что-то не вижу... вижу время. а 
вот! 12 апреля. в 10 утра выезжаем, а 
вечером приезжаем. ого. целый день в 
полете. а тут выезжаем в 9 вечера и в 
9 утра приезжаем... в аеропорту 
ждать... 

 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru, went to the 
second site 

  

www.cheapflights.com 0:07:01 
0:07:51 

pressed “list all 
departures” 

второй. нет стокгольма... а! это 
американский сайт... 

 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru, entered 
“cheap air tickets” 

мне кажется так будет четче. он то 
ищет порядок слов 

всегда 
выбирает по 
порядку 

www.cheapticketlinks.org 0:08:13 
0:10:35 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“get the best 
providers” 

  

  looked through results 
of the search 

я не совсем понимаю. что нашлось? я 
ввел поиск и не понял, что я нашел. 
ну, как бы, где список всех 
возможных рейсов. тут должны были 
появиться.  
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URL Time Event Talk aloud Remarks/
Comments

  went back one step этот сайт я тоже не хочу. какой-то он 
стремный. 

 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru 

airgorila меня насторожил... поэтому 
выберу этот. 

 

www.cheapair.com 0:10:53 
0:12:10 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and 
checked “flexible 
dates” box. 

только в канаду... не буду... они летали со 
стокгольма. 
невнимательно
сть! 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru 

 проглядел и 
пошел на 
следующий... 

www.lowfares.com 0:12:43 
0:14:54 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“search flights” 

почему этот? не знаю... просто там 
написано то, что я хочу low fares.  

 

  chose 3 sites три сайта выбрать надо... почему оно 
не появилось? следующий сайт... 
слишком все сложно 

 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru 

следующий...  

www.airgorilla.com 0:15:23 
0:22:06 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“search” 

попробуем. я не знаю, какой 
аеропорт, поэтому выберу бромму 

 

  entered “search” again еще раз попробуем. нет. а вот! sorry... 
не нашлось... 

 

  went back and 
changed airport to 
Arlanda 

странный такой сайт, нет чтоб сразу 
показать все возможные варианты. о, 
нашлось.  

 

  entered “select fare” горилла летает. всего 360 долларов. 
ну, не знаю. сейчас еще поищу. 

 

www.google.ru 0:00:00 
0:19:08 

went back to 
google.ru 

надо с чем-то сравнить. и убедиться, 
что это хорошо. я не знаю, какие 
цены у них есть. надо с чем-то 
сравнить, может есть дешевле.  

 

www.lowfares.com 0:19:08 
0:19:15 

 здесь мы уже были. 
 

www.google.ru 0:19:15 
0:38:22 

entered “cheap air 
tickets europe”, 
opened the first site 

 

 
www.europebayair.com 0:19:36 

0:38:22 
entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“search” 

 

 
   349, а там 360... с пересадками? не 

совсем удобно...   
www.airgorilla.com 0:15:23 

0:22:06 
went back там мне больше нравится (горилла), 4 

часа... не похоже на пересадку... про 
пересадку ничего не сказано и всего 4 
часа. хотя там тоже... рейсы 
одинаковые.   

www.europebayair.com   делаем вывод. закрыл 
гориллу. 
оставил этот 
сайт 

www.google.ru  chose next site yahoo  
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URL Time Event Talk aloud Remarks/
Comments

travel.yahoo.com 0:22:13 
0:38:22 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“search” 

 

 
  looked through results 

of the search 
смотрю отправление, прибытие. 
сколько часов в пути. с пересадками. 
еще дешевле 200 долларов. но это в 
одну сторону. мне не подходит за 200 
долларов в одну сторону. я не пойму, 
где обратно... arrival вижу... а в 
обратную сторону? не вижу...  

  entered “select”   
  entered “select” о, 228 долларов. но обратное время 

мне не нравится. в 8 вечера вылетает, 
а в 9 утра прилетает. нет.  

www.ryanair.com 0:26:03 
0:38:22 

entered departure and 
destination places, 
then dates and pressed 
“book cheap flights” 

мы ryanair полетим! 

 
  looked through results 

of the search 
 

 
  pressed previous day 

on return date 
может мы не на пасхальные каникулы 
поедем? на пасхальные дорого... 
получается 2700...   

www.google.ru 0:29:27 
0:29:54 

entered “курс 
доллара к кроне” 

 
 

  entered “курс 
доллара к шведской 
кроне” and opened 
the first site 

 

 
www.tursvodka.ru 0:29:54 

0:38:22 
looked at valuta 
course 

 
 

www.ryanair.com  went back у нас тут 2600... это 300 долларов, 
320. еще дешевле! не дешево, но 
дешевле, чем на других сайтах.  

просмотрел 
цены на других 
сайтах еще раз

  pressed “choose and 
continue” 

 
 

  pressed “confirm 
flights” 

 
 

  filed in personal 
information and 
contact information 

а ручная кладь считается как багаж? а 
страховку я не знаю, как убрать. плюс 
220 крон (аирпотр чекин) это будет 
350 долларов. насколько я знаю, 
ryanair - это самый дешевый. я 
слышал, что можно было бы и 
дешевле найти. но я не нашел ничего 
дешевле. я знаю, что этот сайт 
дешевый. не хочу давать свой 
адресс...  

  pressed “continue” 2800 крон... нормально. согласен. 
покупаем  

 
Next and last stage of the work was to make coded protocol. According to the coding scheme we 
coded everything that the participant 6 said and to simplify the process of analyzing empirical 
findings column describing actions was added into the table with coded protocol. 
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Coded protocol 
Code Action Speach 

 entered “авиабилеты”, 
looked through the results,  

 

S1A, 
NRM, 
S1A 

 буду искать в google сайты самолетов дешевых. 
я считаю, что это самая оптимальная поисковая 
система. дешевых - потому что я студент. 
почему на русском? ты права. вообще можно 
поискать в этом, в самом...  

 entered “air tickets cheap”  
S1A  смотрю на сайты, которые... так, начнем с 

первого.  
 entered departure and 

destanation places, then 
dates, “any time”, class: 
coach.  

 

S1A  откуда мы летим? из стокгольма... из арланды?... 
летим в апреле. 12го, а 17го обратно. о, как 
прикольно у них идут даты. сначала месяц, 
потом день, потом год.  

 entered “search”.  
NRM, E  а если я найду что-то, надо на другом искать? 

(ты должен найти себе билет, который тебя 
больше всего устраивает)  austrian airlines 79 
долларов. с вены в париж потом... total trip time: 
9h 30 min. (смех) это отличный вариант! почти 
подходит. 163 доллара (таксы)... это много? 
давай попробуем! 

 entered “book”  
E  дату что-то не вижу... вижу время. а вот! 12 

апреля. в 10 утра выезжаем, а вечером 
приезжаем. ого. целый день в полете. а тут 
выезжаем в 9 вечера и в 9 утра приезжаем... в 
аеропорту ждать... 

 went back to google.ru, went 
to the second site 

 

 pressed “list all departures”  
NRM  второй. нет стокгольма... а! это американский 

сайт... 
 went back to google.ru, 

entered “cheap air tickets” 
 

NRM  мне кажется так будет четче. он то ищет порядок 
слов 

 entered departure and 
destination places, then dates 
and pressed “get the best 
providers” 
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Code Action Speach 
 looked through results of the 

search 
 

NRM  я не совсем понимаю. что нашлось? я ввел поиск 
и не понял, что я нашел. ну, как бы, где список 
всех возможных рейсов. тут должны были 
появиться.  

 went back one step  
NRM  этот сайт я тоже не хочу. какой-то он стремный. 

 went back to google.ru  
S1A  airgorilla меня насторожил... поэтому выберу 

этот. 
 entered departure and 

destination places, then dates 
and checked “flexible dates” 
box. 

 

NRM  только в канаду... не буду... 
 went back to google.ru  
 entered departure and 

destination places, then dates 
and pressed “search flights” 

 

S1A  почему этот? не знаю... просто там написано то, 
что я хочу low fares.  

 chose 3 sites  
NRM  три сайта выбрать надо... почему оно не 

появилось? следующий сайт... слишком все 
сложно 

 went back to google.ru  
S1A  следующий... 

 entered departure and 
destination places, then dates 
and pressed “search” 

 

S1A  попробуем. я не знаю, какой аеропорт, поэтому 
выберу бромму 

 entered “search” again  
NRM  еще раз попробуем. нет. а вот! sorry... не 

нашлось... 
 went back and changed 

airport to Arlanda 
 

NRM  странный такой сайт, нет чтоб сразу показать все 
возможные варианты. о, нашлось.  

 entered “select fare”  
E  горилла летает. всего 360 долларов. ну, не знаю. 

сейчас еще поищу. 
 went back to google.ru  
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Code Action Speach 
E  надо с чем-то сравнить. и убедиться, что это 

хорошо. я не знаю, какие цены у них есть. надо с 
чем-то сравнить, может есть дешевле.  

NRM  здесь мы уже были. 
 entered “cheap air tickets 

europe”, opened the first site 
 

 entered departure and 
destination places, then dates 
and pressed “search” 

 

E  349, а там 360... с пересадками? не совсем 
удобно...  

 went back  
E  там мне больше нравится (горилла), 4 часа... не 

похоже на пересадку... про пересадку ничего не 
сказано и всего 4 часа. хотя там тоже... рейсы 
одинаковые.  

E  делаем вывод. 
 chose next site  

NRM  yahoo 
 entered departure and 

destination places, then dates 
and pressed “search” 

 

 looked through results of the 
search 

 

E  смотрю отправление, прибытие. сколько часов в 
пути. с пересадками. еще дешевле 200 долларов. 
но это в одну сторону. мне не подходит за 200 
долларов в одну сторону. я не пойму, где 
обратно... arrival вижу... а в обратную сторону? 
не вижу... 

 entered “select”  
 entered “select”  

E  о, 228 долларов. но обратное время мне не 
нравится. в 8 вечера вылетает, а в 9 утра 
прилетает. нет. 

 entered departure and 
destination places, then dates 
and pressed “book cheap 
flights” 

 

S1A  мы ryanair полетим! 
 looked through results of the 

search 
 

 pressed previous day on 
return date 

 

E  может мы не на пасхальные каникулы поедем? 
на пасхальные дорого... получается 2700...  
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Code Action Speach 
 entered “курс доллара к 

кроне” 
 

 entered “курс доллара к 
шведской кроне” and 
opened the first site 

 

 looked at valuta course  
 went back  

E  у нас тут 2600... это 300 долларов, 320. еще 
дешевле! не дешево, но дешевле, чем на других 
сайтах.  

 pressed “choose and 
continue” 

 

 pressed “confirm flights”  
 filled in personal information

and contact information 
 

E  а ручная кладь считается как багаж? а страховку 
я не знаю, как убрать. плюс 220 крон (аирпотр 
чекин) это будет 350 долларов. насколько я 
знаю, ryanair - это самый дешевый. я слышал, 
что можно было бы и дешевле найти. но я не 
нашел ничего дешевле. я знаю, что этот сайт 
дешевый. не хочу давать свой адресс... 

 pressed “continue”  
PD2E  2800 крон... нормально. согласен. покупаем 

 
Nine other observation were made and orginized according to the same procedure. 
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